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Adaptive designs: advantages in early clinical development

• can simultaneously consider many doses, treatments etc, and drop some
as they appear inferior

• seamless switch between Phase I and II, and between II and III

• cost-effective

• ethical, in that could minimise exposure to inferior treatment
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Adaptive designs in practice

In theory should design using ‘backwards induction’, in which an optimal
strategy is worked out at every stage of every possible trial

Not generally feasible unless just a few adaption phases

Alternative 1: a ‘myopic’ design - assume the trial is going to stop after the
next observation (see ASTIN)

Alternative 2: invent ‘reasonable’ design and investigate properties using
simulations, e.g.

• Change randomisation probabilities as outcome data accrue

• For example, drop arm if P(success rate < 10%|data) > 0.80

• For other arms, randomise in proportion to P(success rate > 10%|data)
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Adaptive designs: computational issues

1. estimation using current data

2. selecting next option

3. pre-trial assessment of design properties
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ASTIN: an adaptive dose-response study of UK-279,276 in
acute ischaemic stroke

Krams, Lees, Hacke, Grieve, Orgogozo, Ford etc (2003)

• Acute stroke trials notoriously difficult and unsuccessful

• Animal studies suggested UK-279,276 (Neutrophil Inhibitory Factor)
reduces infarct volume

• Phase IIA safety study shows well-tolerated

• Aim: explore dose-response and select dose for confirmatory studies

• 15 doses available: placebo, 10 - 120 mg

• Primary outcome: increase in Scandinavian Stroke Scale (SSS) at 90 days
(adjusted for baseline)

• Investigators and sponsors (Pfizer) blind to dosage: independent
statistician and IDMC unblinded
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ASTIN dosing and modelling

• Dosing instructions provided by automated fax system upon receiving
baseline information

• Longitidunal model predicts 90-day responses for patients still being
followed-up

• Fits NDLM (Normal Dynamic Linear Model):

– smoothly changing linear regressions at each dose
– completely flexible curve: no imposed shape

• Next dose suggested is that which minimises the expected variance of the
response at the ED95 (minimal dose near maximal efficacy)

• Randomisation: 15% to placebo, 85% ‘near’ suggested dose
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Pre-trial simulations
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ASTIN stopping

• Stopping rule based on estimated effect β95 over placebo at ED95.

– stop for efficacy when 90% probability that β95 > 2 (min 250 patients)
– stop for futility when 90% probability that β95 < 1 (min 500 patients)

• Simulation studies carried out:

– under H0:‘flat’ curve; <5% false positives, median 661 patients
– under H1:β95 > 3; 85% power, median 595 patients
– under H1:β95 > 4; 97% power, median 320 patients

• Design approved by FDA

• Independent IDMC (3 clinicians, 1 statistician): statistician saw fitted
dose-effect curve weekly.
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Summary of ASTIN trial
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Adapting dosages
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Final dosage distribution
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Final dose-response curves: raw and smoothed
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Final dose-effect curve and 95% credible intervals
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Changing probabilities of ‘failure’ ( β95 < 1) and ‘success’
(β95 > 2)
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Conclusions

• ASTIN showed such a design could work in practice

• Process acceptable to FDA (when supported by simulations)

• Specialist software used in ASTIN, but in fact can all be done in SAS and
WinBUGS

• Can then extend to generic model structure - binary responses,
non-linearity, non-normality, etc
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